


Another Stage Play (The Fourth Curtain) – Character List

Cast Size: 9 roles
(Not including zombies or any additional extras)

_______

The  Zombies –  Horrifying,  undead  creatures  who  mindlessly  feast  upon  the 
living.  During the beginning of the story they appear to exist mindlessly.  Later  
they are identified as the dead passengers and crew of the crashed ship Amaranth 
arrived on. Their motive for attacking the library: to devour Amaranth Frey, the 
only  survivor  of  the  shipwreck.  (A number  before  line  indicates  how  many 
zombies the line is designated for.)

Zombies  do  not  require  any  specialized  casting.  They  merely  prefer  to  roam 
around onstage, wailing and groaning to their heart's content. Being undead, they 
move in a rigid, shuffled, and staggering gait.

Seaglass Past

Amaranth Frey – A former librarian from the past whose story lives on through a 
book left  in Seaglass’s library.  She arrived upon the shores of Seaglass from a 
shipwrecked ship, and first notices Seaglass’s zombie presence. Amaranth attempts 
to hide the zombie problems, documenting her adventures in a small leather-bound 
journal. In order to convince the mayor the library is worth keeping at the current  
location, she decides to battle the zombies alone in order to keep Seaglass safe. 

Amaranth  displays  an independent  personality in  addition  to  a  fierce  sense of 
determination, even towards the play’s end. This guides her in the endless conflict 
to keep zombies off of Seaglass’s shore. The actress playing Amaranth should be 
capable  of  showing  a  bold  personality  while  not  appearing  arrogant  or  self-
obsessed. She should show fear in moments of alarm but not cower at the sight of 
every zombie.  (Note:  The  name ‘Amaranth’ derives  from the  amaranth  flower 
mythically associated with immortality.)

Cherry Carter – Amaranth Frey’s best friend who lives in the middle of Seaglass. 
She  visits  the  library  frequently.  Along  with  most  other  people  aware  of 
Amaranth’s library job, Cherry attempts to persuade Amaranth to leave and move 
into town with her. Upon witnessing Amaranth battle two zombies she reveals the 
news of the undead attacks to Mayor Frank Pennett and the rest of Seaglass.

Cherry's  character  consists  of  compassion,  class,  and  concern.  While  living 
somewhat  of a  sheltered life  with her family in town she willingly decides to  
support  Amaranth  to  the  end  of  the  play.  Her  character  allows  for  additional  
characteristics according to the creativity of the actress playing her. Her high class 
background hinders any sense of adventure or excessive energy such as expressed 
by Amaranth.
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Mayor Frank Pennett – The mayor of Seaglass during the past. Frank Pennet 
fears for Amaranth’s safety inside the library upon discovering the zombie attacks. 
Despite his concern Amaranth finally convinces him she is capable of battling the 
zombies  and  keeping  Seaglass  safe.  In  the  end  Frank  insists  upon  bringing 
Amaranth into town but is devoured when the army of zombies spreads out of  
Amaranth’s control.

Mayor Frank Pennett possesses the personality of a persistent, concerned leader. 
His  persistence  over  Amaranth’s  move  into  town  stems  from a  sense  of  care 
towards  the  Seaglass  citizens  under  his  leadership.  The  actor  playing  Mayor 
Pennett should not act excessively dominant towards the other characters. 

Seaglass Present

Cleodette Taite - A young woman who takes a librarian job at a library near the  
outskirts of an Atlantic Coast town named Seaglass. She, comparable to Amaranth 
before her, boldly welcomes the responsibilities of running the library along with 
battling  the  undead.  Cleodette  frequently  occupies  her  free  time  by  reading 
passages from Amaranth Frey’s journal.

When performing her daily library job and associating with her acquaintances in  
Seaglass Cleodette carries an intelligent, helpful personality. She takes on bolder 
characteristics after Amaranth Frey during intense scenes such as her argument  
with  Captain  Fernne.  Cleodette  Taite,  although  lacking  Amaranth’s  natural 
bravery, exhibits strong determination to save Seaglass. Other cast members may 
address her by the nickname “Cleo” during informal conversation.

Art Rotamo  – A Seaglass resident who frequently visits Cleodette Taite at the 
library. He and his wife, Ruby Rotamo, are Cleodette’s closest neighbors. Because 
of their location they offer to assist in any times of peril.

Friendly and welcoming, he expresses concern for Cleodette’s welfare upon her 
arrival. He is familiar with Seaglass and believes in the mysterious occurrences 
around the library location. 

Ruby  Rotamo –  Art  Rotamo’s  wife  who  also  befriends  Cleodette  Taite.  She 
supplies a cake for her welcome gathering at the library. 

Similar  to  her  husband,  Art  Rotamo,  Ruby  shows  a  polite  and  welcoming 
character.  In  stressful  incidents  she  prefers  to  withdrawal  herself  rather  than 
become involved in conflict (she leaves the library before Cleodette argues with  
Mayor Morst). 

Mayor  Henry  Morst –  The  mayor  of  Seaglass  during  Cleodette’s  time.  He 
proposes the idea of moving the library into town for the welfare of Cleodette and 
other  library  patrons.  Mayor  Morst  does  not  believe  Cleodette  is  capable  of 
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defending herself against the dangers far from town.

Leading Seaglass with an assertive persona,  Mayor Morst is unyielding during 
conflicts with Cleodette Taite. His strong opinions are fixed and difficult for any of 
the  other  characters  to  change  entirely,  although  he  does  allows  Cleodette  to 
remain  at  the  library.  Mayor  Morst  prioritizes  the  safety  of  Seaglass  first, 
referencing his  attempts  to  warn them of the zombies  years  before  Cleodette’s 
arrival, yet recoils at any risk of him losing his position as mayor. He maintains a  
positive friendship with Cleodette until his departure from Seaglass.

Library Visitor - An extra who arrives at the library to check out a book before 
Mayor Henry Morst speaks to Cleodette. 

Captain Willen Fernne – A military officer, Captain Fernne takes command of 
Seaglass’s  zombie  defense  towards  the  end  of  the  play.  Despite  his  serious 
personality and unwillingness to cooperate with Cleodette, he should not be read 
as a solely antagonistic character.

Captain Fernne, although over-dominant in personality, displays dedication to his 
military  career  and  current  assignment.  In  the  library he  does  not  argue  with 
Cleodette in an angry manner. He only wishes to pester her into leaving him to his  
work.  The  actor  playing  Captain  Fernne  should  not  portray  him too  harshly, 
instead keeping a professional and focused character.
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